




simply: love.



In a place far away from everything ordinary, a nearness is made possible, 

          one that will want to be held in the heart like a precious treasure. Forever.



Simply fly away up to seventh heaven. The car-free Vigiljoch 

                                           can only be reached by cable car. Glorious!



Time and tranquility nestle themselves on the skin, a gently cleaning, 

     invigorating ritual. Anticipation becomes the salt of life.

 



The vigilius mountain spa, a source of life-energy. At 1500 meters everything  

feels easy and simple. The mountain gives the leisure for renewal and that good  

feeling of being fully centered in oneself: happy and glowingly beautiful, perfectly  

prepared for the biggest celebration in life.



Precious water from ancient sources. Here the deepest longings 

                                       for tranquility, for eternal moments are fulfilled.



Behind a smile‘s secret hides a quiet certainty:

              The love of life celebrates its culmination.



Distance provides clarity and nourishes confidence:

                            with glorious outlooks of a future together.





At vigilius, happiness is in the best of hands. We accompany your 

                               unforgettable celebration with warmth and competence. 



A promise for eternity – heavenly joy, 

                  firmly anchored in nature and in our hearts.



For well over 1000 years, the romantic Vigilius Chapel high above 

on a picturesque hill has been ringing at noon as well as to warn 

against coming storms. Its art-historically remarkable inner chamber  

can accommodate 50 sitting and 50 standing persons.



Trust becomes belief, belief becomes promise:

         Let happiness rain upon us like rose petals! 



Like a secret, hidden hideaway vigilius conveys 

                       that good feeling of enjoying full privacy.





Moments of silence, of conscious awareness:

                                  You and I, the two of us, forever!





A private, cosy ambience filled with light and warmth until the very last drop 

of evening sunlight: the piazza with its own terrace along with the meadow 

below offers nearly endless design possibilities for aperitifs inside and out.



Expectations of a fabulous party tingle gently: a toast to love!





Carefree happiness and conviviality in the Paradise Garden.

                     Feet firmly planted on ground smelling of larch, head in the heavens.



Small token gifts inspire us humans,

                  whet our appetite for love, for life.





Design and naturalness provide the proper 

                                   setting for a grand appearance.



A good plate is like love: harmony emerges when 

   the natural personality of every element can unfold.





Authentic and real, like genuine love: 

                            carefully selected regional ingredients. 





In the light of happiness, reality becomes blurred, 

   yet paints a crystal-clear picture of the most beautiful feelings. 



simply: dream. Large glass windows, discreetly framed with 

heavy velvet curtains, blur the boundaries between outdoor  

nature and indoor space. The 72 m² suite offers room and unites  

timeless elegance with South Tyrolean cosiness.



Peace and quiet returns, and quietly a pleasurable awareness grows:

                                      A life-long decision unites one another with a special place.



The evening drapes over a wonderful day like a still, satiny dress.



Time and love are the most wonderful of all gifts.
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